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Win a Starbucks giftcard!

'T

is the season of love - or mud and
overcast skies, if you live here in
Utah. Let's brighten it up a bit!
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Between Feb.11 and Feb.13, take a
selfie with someone you love!
Use #IDSloves and @idsDoc to
share your selfie on Instagram or
Twitter.
Feb.14 at Noon, the top 3 selfies
win a Starbucks giftcard!

All IDS employees, IDS
partners, IDS clients, and
their friends, pets, family,
favorite coworkers, and
significant others can play!

Loan Services during a Shutdown
F

ew people realize how far the impact of a government shutdown reaches. It is
felt not only by government employees, but also by businesses, homeowners,
and lenders. When the Internal Revenue Service (IRS) and government financial
regulators and service providers shutdown with the government, it has a huge
impact on the financial industry. With President Trump threatening another
government shutdown, lenders need to prepare.
Though it caused some debate, the mortgage industry saw some relief from
the delays caused by the longest shutdown in U.S history. As reported in The
Washington Post, Treasury officials resumed programs allowing important
forms regarding income verification required by the lending industry to be
processed. Pulling from the earnings gathered through fees, the IRS was able
to pay hundreds of their clerks back at work, and the mortgage industry was
able to keep loans moving, rather than being held up due to lack of borrower
verifications. While guidelines allow lenders to process loans without the
verification, the increased risks could reduce margins.
There is no guarantee future shutdowns will offer the same solution. Lenders
and borrowers should still be prepared to deal with the loan process moving
at a slower pace. It is important that lenders be up-front with borrowers about
the impact a shutdown may have on their loans. This will keep expectations
on course and ensure that unexpected delays are not an unpleasant surprise.
Knowing from the beginning that lenders are aware of the shutdown and its
impact will also help instill trust in the borrower, an important factor of mortgage
lending. Borrowers looking to secure their homes and futures through a mortgage
will be relieved to know that their lender is competent, knowledgeable, and
prepared to handle any questions they have during the borrowing process.

LOS Partner Spotlight
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IDS VIDEO TIPS
~Coming Soon~

IDS is working on producing videos
to answer some of your most-asked
questions about our software. We
will be highlighting some of our
lesser-known features and creating
how-to videos useful for training and
reference. Stay tuned to our Youtube
channel as you move forward and let
us help you streamline your lending
process!

ne of IDS, Inc.’s top partners, OpenClose, provides
a variety of innovative, web-based solutions for
lenders. OpenClose’s core solution, LenderAssist™, is a
comprehensive, multi-channel Loan Origination System
completely engineered by OpenClose. The company creates a seamless workflow for complete automation and
compliance adherence. LenderAssist™ can be deployed
as an end-to-end LOS solution, and can also be combined
with OpenClose’s Assist Series of solutions which include
ConsumerAssist™ digital POS, DecisionAssist™ PPE, OC
Optics Business Intelligence, and OC Correspondent.
The employees of OpenClose are driven innovators seeking to improve and develop LenderAssist™ and their new
Restful API Integration Suite. Not only has this attitude
led to a smooth interface with idsDoc, it also leads employees of OpenClose to work directly with IDS employees
to ensure our clients receive the best service possible.
“I really admire their drive to improve,” said Tobias Griffith, an implementations expert at IDS, Inc. “It pushes
both companies to be better and more attentive to lender
needs, making them one of our favorite LOS providers to
work with.”
There are a variety of features available through IDS and
LenderAssist™, including
eSign pushback notifications, custom fields, and
Lights Out functionality.

ids blog

IDS, Inc., is now on Facebook!
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